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1. Introduction
Virtual instrumentation is an interdisciplinary field that merges sensing, hardware and software technologies
in order to create flexible and sophisticated instruments for control and monitoring applications. There are
several definitions of a virtual instrument available in the open literature. Santori defines a virtual instrument
as "an instrument whose general function and capabilities are determined in software" [Santori91]. Goldberg
describes that “a virtual instrument is composed of some specialized subunits, some general-purpose
computers, some software, and a little know-how" [Goldberg00]. Although informal, these definition
capture the basic idea of virtual instrumentation and virtual concepts in general - provided with sufficient
resources, “any computer can simulate any other if we simply load it with software simulating the other
computer“ [Denning01]. This universality introduces one of the basic properties of a virtual instrument – its
ability to change form through software, enabling a user to modify its function at will to suit a wide range of
applications. The concept of virtual instrumentation was born in late 1970s, when microprocessor
technology enabled a machine's function to be more easily changed by changing its software [Santori91].
The flexibility is possible as the capabilities of a virtual instrument depend very little on dedicated hardware
- commonly, only application-specific signal conditioning module and the analog-to-digital converter used
as interface to the external world. Therefore, simple use of computers or specialized onboard processors in
instrument control and data acquisition cannot be defined as virtual instrumentation.
Increasing number of biomedical applications use virtual instrumentation to improve insights into the
underlying nature of complex phenomena and reduce costs of medical equipment and procedures [Loob00].
Although many of the general virtual instrumentation concepts may be directly used in biomedical
measurements, the measurements in the medical field are peculiar as “they deal with a terribly complex
object— the patient —and are performed and managed by another terribly complex instrument — the
physician ” [Parvis02].
In this chapter we describe basic concepts of virtual instrumentation, as well as biomedical applications of
virtual instrumentation. In the second section we give a brief history of virtual instrumentation. The
architecture of a virtual instrument and contemporary development tools are described in the third section. In
the fourth section we describe the organization of the distributed virtual instrumentation. Finally, we present
some biomedical applications of virtual instrumentation.

2. A Brief History of Virtual Instrumentation
A history of virtual instrumentation is characterized by continuous increase of flexibility and scalability of
measurement equipment. Starting from first manual-controlled vendor-defined electrical instruments, the
instrumentation field has made a great progress toward contemporary computer-controlled, user-defined,
sophisticated measuring equipment. Instrumentation had the following phases:
o

Analog measurement devices,

o

Data Acquisition and Processing devices,

o

Digital Processing based on general purpose computing platform, and

o

Distributed Virtual Instrumentation.

The first phase is represented by early "pure" analog measurement devices, such as oscilloscopes or EEG
recording systems. They were completely closed dedicated systems, which included power suppliers,
sensors, translators and displays [Geddes89]. They required manual settings, presenting results on various
counters, gauges, CRT displays, or on the paper. Further use of data was not part of the instrument package,
and an operator had to physically copy data to a paper notebook or a data sheet. Performing complex or
automated test procedures was rather complicated or impossible, as everything had to be set manually.
Second phase started in 1950s, as a result of demands from the industrial control field. Instruments
incorporated rudiment control systems, with relays, rate detectors, and integrators. That led to creation of
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control systems, which allowed greater flexibility of test procedures
and automation of some phases of measuring process [Goldberg00]. Instruments started to digitalize
measured signals, allowing digital processing of data, and introducing more complex control or analytical
decisions. However, real-time digital processing requirements were too high for any but an onboard specialpurpose computer or digital signal processor (DSP). The instruments still were standalone vendor defined
boxes.
In the third phase, measuring instruments became computer based. begun to include interfaces that enabled
communication between the instrument and the computer. This relationship started with the general-purpose
interface bus (GPIB) originated in 1960’s by Hewlett-Packard (HP), then called HPIB, for purpose of
instrument control by HP computers. Initially, computers were primarily used as off-line instruments. They
were further processing the data after first recording the measurements on disk or type [Nebeker02].
As the speed and capabilities of general-purpose computers advanced exponentially general-purpose
computers became fast enough for complex real-time measurements. It soon became possible to adapt
standard, by now high-speed computers, to the online applications required in real-time measurement and
control. New general-purpose computers from most manufactures incorporated all the hardware and much of
the general software required by the instruments for their specific purposes. The main advantages of
standard personal computers are low price driven by the large market, availability, and standardization.
Although computers’ performance soon became high enough, computers were still not easy to use for
experimentalists. Nearly all of the early instrument control programs were written in BASIC, because it had
been the dominant language used with dedicated instrument controllers. It required engineers and other users
to become programmers before becoming instrument users, so it was hard for them to exploit potential that
computerized instrumentation could bring. Therefore, an important milestone in the history of virtual
instrumentation happened in 1986, when National Instruments introduced LabVIEW 1.0 on a PC platform
[Santori91]. LabVIEW introduced graphical user interfaces and visual programming into computerized
instrumentation, joining simplicity of a user interface operation with increased capabilities of computers.
Today, the PC is the platform on which most measurements are made, and the graphical user interface has
made measurements user-friendlier.
As a result, virtual instrumentation made possible decrease in price of an instrument. As the virtual
instrument depends very little on dedicated hardware, a customer could now use his own computer, while an
instrument manufactures could supply only what the user could not get in the general market.
The fourth phase became feasible with the development of local and global networks of general purpose
computers. Since most instruments were already computerized, advances in telecommunications and
network technologies made possible physical distribution of virtual instrument components into telemedical
systems to provide medical information and services at a distance. Possible infrastructure for distributed
virtual instrumentation includes the Internet, private networks and cellular networks, where the interface
between the components can be balanced for price and performance [Goldberg00].

3. Virtual Instrument Architecture
A virtual instrument is composed of the following blocks:
o

Sensor Module,

o

Sensor Interface,

o

Medical Information Systems Interface,

o

Processing Module,

o

Database Interface, and

o

User Interface.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of a virtual instrument.

Figure 1: Architecture of a virtual instrument.

The sensor module detects physical signal and transforms it into electrical form, conditions the signal, and
transforms it into a digital form for further manipulation. Through a sensor interface, the sensor module
communicates with a computer. Once the data are in a digital form on a computer, they can be processed,
mixed, compared, and otherwise manipulated, or stored in a database. Then, the data may be displayed, or
converted back to analog form for further process control. Biomedical virtual instruments are often
integrated with some other medical information systems such as hospital information systems. In this way
the configuration settings and the data measured may be stored and associated with patient records.
In following sections we describe in more details each of the virtual instruments modules.

3.1. Sensor module
The sensor module performs signal conditioning and transforms it into a digital form for further
manipulation. Once the data are in a digital form on a computer, they can be displayed, processed, mixed,
compared, stored in a database, or converted back to analog form for further process control. The database
can also store configuration settings and signal records.

The sensor module interfaces a virtual instrument to the external, mostly analog world transforming
measured signals into computer readable form. Table # summarizes some of the often used human
physiological signals [Charles99].
Table #: Human physiological signals.
Group
Electrical signals
(require only amplification)

Physiological signals
Electromyograph (EMG)
Electrocardiograph (ECG)
Electroencephalograph (EEG)
Electrooculograph (EOG).

Non-electrical signals
(require a transducer to
change the information to
an electrical signal)

Skin conductivity (Galvanic Skin Response - GSR)
Respiratory rate
Blood pressure
Peripheral body temperature

A sensor module principally consists of three main parts:
•

the sensor,

•

the signal conditioning part, and

•

the A/D converter.

The sensor detects physical signals from the environment. If the parameter being measured is not electrical,
the sensor must include a transducer to convert the information to an electrical signal, for example, when
measuring blood pressure. According to their position, biomedical sensors can be classified as:
•

Implanted sensors, where the sensor is located inside the user’s body, for example, intracranial
stimulation.

•

On-the-body sensors are the most commonly used biomedical sensors. Some of those sensors, such
as EEG or ECG electrodes, require additional gel to decrease contact resistance.

•

Noncontact sensors, such as optical sensors and cameras that do not require any physical contact
with an object. [Chakravarthy02].

The signal-conditioning module performs (usually analog) signal conditioning prior to AD conversion, such
as . This module usually does the amplification, transducer excitation, linearization, isolation, or filtering of
detected signals.
The A/D converter changes the detected and conditioned voltage into a digital value [Standardization00,
Quality00, Enderle00]. The converter is defined by its resolution and sampling frequency. The converted
data must be precisely time -stamped to allow later sophisticated analyses [Santori91].
Although most biomedical sensors are specialized in processing of certain signals, it is possible to use
generic measurement components, such as data acquisition (DAQ), or image acquisition (IMAQ) boards,
which may be applied to broader class of signals. Creating generic measuring board, and incorporating the
most important components of different sensors into one unit, it is possible to perform the functions of many
medical instruments on the same computer [Loob00].

3.2. Sensor interface
There are many interfaces used for communication between sensors modules and the computer [Arpia01].
According to the type of connection, sensor interfaces can be classified as wired and wireless.
o

Wired Interfaces are usually standard parallel interfaces, such as General Purpose Interface Bus
(GPIB), Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI), system buses (PCI eXtension for
Instrumentation PXI or VME Extensions for Instrumentation (VXI), or serial buses (RS232 or USB
interfaces) [Tracht93].

o

Wireless Interfaces are increasingly used because of convenience. Typical interfaces include 802.11
family of standards, Bluetooth, or GPRS/GSM interface [Bhagwat01, Tennenhouse96, Ferrigno02].
Wireless communication is especially important for implanted sensors where cable connection is
impractical or not possible [Schwiebert01]. In addition, standards, such as Bluetooth, define a selfidentification protocol, allowing the network to configure dynamically and describe itself. In this
way, it is possible to reduce installation cost and create plug-and-play like networks of sensors
[Dunbar01]. Device miniaturization allowed development of Personal Area Networks (PANs) of
intelligent sensors [Jovanov00, Jovanov01b]

Communication with medical devices is also standardized with the IEEE 1073 family of standards
[IEEE1073]. This interface is intended to be highly robust in an environment where devices are frequently
connected to and disconnected from the network [IEEE00, IEEE98].

3.3. Processing Module
Integration of the general purpose microprocessors/microcontrollers allowed flexible implementation of
sophisticated processing functions. As the functionality of a virtual instrument depends very little on
dedicated hardware, which principally does not perform any complex processing, functionality and
appearance of the virtual instrument may be completely changed utilizing different processing functions.
Broadly speaking, processing function used in virtual instrumentation may be classified as analytic
processing and artificial intelligence techniques.

3.3.1. Analytic processing
Analytic functions define clear functional relations among input parameters. Some of the common analyses
used in virtual instrumentation include spectral analysis, filtering, windowing, transforms, peak detection, or
curve fitting [Bruse00, Akay97]. Virtual instruments often use various statistics function, such as, random
assignment and biostatistical analyses [Dunn00]. Most of those functions can nowadays be performed in
real-time.

3.3.2. Artificial intelligence techniques
Artificial intelligence technologies could be used to enhance and improve the efficiency, the capability, and
the features of instrumentation in application areas related to measurement, system identification, and
control [Piuri98, Spoelder96, Amigoni02]. These techniques exploit the advanced computational capabilities
of modern computing systems to manipulate the sampled input signals and extract the desired
measurements.
Artificial intelligence technologies, such as neural networks, fuzzy logic and expert systems, were applied in
various applications, including sensor fusion to high-level sensors, system identification, prediction, system
control, complex measurement procedures, calibration, and instrument fault detection and isolation
[Bernieri95, Piuri98]. Various nonlinear signal processing, including fuzzy logic and neural networks, are
also common tools in analysis of biomedical signals [Akay00a, Hudson99, Akay00b].
Using artificial intelligence it is even possible to add medical intelligence to ordinary user interface devices.
For example, several artificial intelligence techniques, such as pattern recognition and machine learning,
were used in a software-based visual-field testing system [Liu98].

3.4. Database interface
Computerized instrumentation allows measured data to be stored for off-line processing, or to keep records
as a part of the patient record [Kilman97, Antony97]. There are several currently available database
technologies that can be used for this purpose (Table #).
Table #. The most frequently used contemporary databases interfaces.
Database interface

Description

File System

Random writing and reading of files.

eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

Standardized markup files.

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)

SQL based interface for relation databases.

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)

Java programs’ SQL based object-oriented interface for relation
databases.

ActiveX Data Objects (ADO)

Windows programs’ object-based interface for various data
sources including relational databases and XML files.

Data Access Objects (DAO)

Windows programs’ object-based interface for relation
databases.

Simple usage of file systems interface leads to creation of many proprietary formats, so the interoperability
may be a problem. The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) may be used to solve interoperability problem
by providing universal syntax [Roy00]. The XML is a standard for describing document structure and
content [Bergholz00, W3C]. It organizes data using markup tags, creating self-describing documents, as tags
describe the information it contains. Contemporary database management systems such SQL Server and
Oracle support XML import and export of data [Lear99].
Many virtual instruments use DataBase Management Systems (DBMSs) [Olansen01]. They provide efficient
management of data and standardized insertion, update, deletion and selection. Most of these DBMSs
provided Structured Query Language (SQL) interface, enabling transparent execution of the same programs
over database from different vendors. Virtual instruments use these DMBSs using some of programming
interfaces, such as ODBC, JDBC, ADO, and DAO [LabVIEW].

3.5. Medical information system interface
Virtual instruments are increasingly integrated with other medical information systems, such as hospital
information systems. They can be used to create executive dashboards, supporting decision support, realtime alerts and predictive warnings [Olansen01]. Some virtual interfaces toolkits, such as LabView, provide
mechanisms for customized components, such as ActiveX objects [Ni-LabView]. That allows
communication with other information system, hiding details of the communication from virtual interface
code.
In Web based telemedical applications this integration is usually implemented using Unified Resource
Locators (URLs). Each virtual instrument is identified with its URL, receiving configuration settings via
parameters. The virtual instrument then can store the results of the processing into a database identified with
its URL [Jovanov99, Marovic98].

Figure #. EEG VMDs in DIMEDAS information system; two VMDs are associated with every EEG recording.

In addition to described integration mechanisms, there are standard for communications among medical
applications. For example, OMG Healthcare DTF (http://healthcare.omg.org/), is defining standards and
interfaces for healthcare objects, such as CORBAmed standard, in order to develop interoperability
technologies for the global healthcare community [Filman01]. Although these standards are still not widely

used, they have potential to ensure interoperability among virtual instruments and medical information
systems on various platforms.

3.6. Presentation and control
An effective user interface for presentation and control of a virtual instrument affects efficiency and
precision of an operator do the measurements and facilitates result interpretation. Since computer’s user
interfaces are much easier shaped and changed than conventional instrument’s user interfaces, it is possible
to employ more presentation effects and to customize the interface for each user. According to presentation
and interaction capabilities, we can classify interfaces used in virtual instrumentation in four groups:
•

terminal user interfaces,

•

graphical user interfaces,

•

multimodal user interfaces, and

•

virtual and augmented reality interfaces.

3.6.1. Terminal User Interfaces
First programs for instrumentation control and data acquisition had character-oriented terminal user
interfaces. This was necessary as earlier general-purpose computers were not capable of presenting complex
graphics. As terminal user interfaces require little of system resources, they were implemented on many
platforms.
In this interfaces, communication between a user and a computer is purely textual. The user sends requests
to the computer typing commands, and receives response in a form of textual messages. Presentation is
usually done on a screen with fixed resolution, for example 25 rows and 80 columns on ordinary PC, where
each cell presents one of the characters from a fixed character set, such as the ASCII set. Additional effects,
such as text and background color or blinking, are possible on most terminal user interfaces. Even with the
limited set of characters, more sophisticated effects in a form of character graphics are possible.
Although terminal user interfaces are not any more widely use on desktop PCs, they have again become
important in a wide range of new pervasive devices, such as cellular phones or low-end personal digital
assistants (PDAs). As textual services, such as SMS, require small presentation and network resources they
are broadly supported and available on almost all cellular phone devices. These services may be very
important in distributed virtual instrumentation, and for emergency alerts [Obrenovic02a].

3.6.2. Graphical User Interfaces (GUI)
Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) enabled more intuitive human-computer interaction, making virtual
instrumentation more accessible [Santori91]. Simplicity of interaction and high intuitiveness of graphical
user interface operations made possible creation of user-friendlier virtual instruments. GUIs allowed creation
of many sophisticated graphical widgets such as graphs, charts, tables, gauges, or meters, which can easily
be created with many user interface tools (Figure #). In addition, improvements in presentation capabilities
of personal computers allowed for development of various sophisticated 2-D and 3-D medical imaging
technologies [Robb99, Webb02, Robb94].

Figure #: An example virtual instrument graphical user interface.
Computer graphics extended the functionality of conventional medical diagnostic imaging in many ways, for
example, by adding the visual tool of color. For instance, interpretation of radiographs, which are black-andwhite images, requires lots of training, but, with color, it is possible to highlight problems clearly [Loob00].

In addition, improvements in presentation capabilities of personal computers allowed for development of
various sophisticated 2-D and 3-D medical imaging technologies [Robb99, Webb02, Robb94].

3.6.3. Multimodal presentation
In addition to graphical user interfaces that improve visualization, contemporary personal computers are
capable of presenting other modalities such as sonification or haptic rendering. Multimodal combinations of
complementary modalities can greatly improve the perceptual quality of user interfaces [Jovanov01a,
Oviatt99, Oviatt00, Turk00].
Sonification is the second most important presentation modality. Relationship between visualization and
sonification is itself a complex design problem, due to the nature of the cognitive information processing.
Efficiency of sonification, as acoustic presentation modality, depends on other presentation modalities.
Sonification is effectively used in various biomedical applications, for example, in virtual instruments for
EEG analysis [Jovanov01a].
Although not widely available, haptic rendering may be very important upcoming presentation modality for
virtual instruments, as the physical contact between a physician and a patient is part of standard examination
procedures. There are commercially available haptic interfaces that can relay resistance at about 1000 Hz,
and that were used in various surgical simulations [Sorid00].

3.6.4. Virtual and augmented reality
Virtual environments will most likely pervade the medical practice of the future [Akay01]. Many of the
goals of virtual reality technology developers actually mirror those involved in virtual instrumentation work
[Loob00]. Although virtual reality systems do not necessarily involve the use of virtual instrumentation, they
nonetheless drive the development of new conditions under which physicians will need access to data in
radically different forms [Sorid00].
A combination of virtual presentation with real world objects creates augment reality interfaces
[Rosenbloom02, Poupyerev02]. For example, augmented reality may allow computer generated tumor
image from MRI recording to be superimposed on the real view of the patient during surgery.

3.7. Functional Integration
Functional integration of modules governs flexibility of a virtual instrument. The simplest, and the least
flexible way, is to create a virtual instrument as a single, monolithic application with all software modules of
the virtual instruments logically and physically integrated. This approach can achieve the best performance,
but makes difficult maintenance and customization. Therefore, it is more convenient to use modular
organization. An object-oriented method [Booch94] was identified as natural approach in modeling and
design of instruments [Qingping98] [Daponte92] [Bhaskar86]. Each module of a virtual instrument is then
implemented as an object with clearly defined interface, integrated with other objects using message
interchange. Similar approach is component-oriented approach, where, in addition to logical separation of
components into objects, they are physically placed into different unit to allow reuse [Kozaczynski98].
Another approach, similar in its basic idea to the object-oriented approach, is a structural coupling paradigm
for non-conventional controllers that defines layered approach to functional integration of sensor modules
[McMillan97]. This sensor model was applied in many domains, including electrophysiological interaction
systems with sensors for human physiological signals [Allanson02]. In this sensor interaction model, a
stream of raw data from the sensing hardware, for example electroencephalogram (EEG) data, passes
through up to two levels of signal preprocessing before it is either passed to an application or presented
directly to a subject (Figure #). Second command layer, which is optional, allows more flexible organization
of data processing and plug-and-play like integration of complex processing mechanisms into a virtual
instrument solution.

Figure #. Sensory model described in [ McMillan97] and [Allanson02].

4. Distributed Virtual Instrumentation
Advances in telecommunications and network technologies made possible physical distribution of virtual
instrument components into telemedical systems to provide medical information and services at a distance
[Huston00, Perednia95]. Distributed virtual instruments is naturally integrated into telemedical systems
[Starcevic00][Caldwell98]. Figure # illustrates possible infrastructure for distributed virtual instrumentation,
where the interface between the components can be balanced for price and performance [Goldberg00].

Figure #. Infrastructure for distributed virtual instrumentation.

4.1. Medical Information System Networks and Private Networks
Medical information systems, such as hospital information systems, are usually integrated as Intranets using
Local Area Network (LAN). Historically, medical information systems were firstly interconnected using
various private networks, starting form point-to-point communication with fax and modems connected to
analog telephone lines operating at speeds up to 56Kbps, ISDN lines of up to 128Kbps, T-1 lines having a
capacity of 1.544Mbps, and satellite links of 100Mbps.
Advanced virtual instrumentation solutions could be implemented using existing local and private networks
[Fortino99]. For example, the EVAC project demonstrated a prototype system for using virtual
environments to control remote instrumentation, illustrating the potential of a virtual laboratory over highspeed networks [Potter96]. Although private networks improve the performance, reliability and security,
they are usually very expensive to develop and maintain.

4.2. The Internet
The Internet has enormous potential for distributed biomedical virtual instrumentation. Various remote
devices, such as telerobots or remote experimental apparatus, can be directly controlled from the Internet
[Goldberg00]. There are a great number of research activities that explore how the Internet can be applied to
medicine [Filman01]. In addition, many of virtual instrumentation development tools, such as LabVIEW
[Travis00], directly support integration of virtual instruments in the Internet environment [Jovanov99,
Starcevic00, Obrenovic00]. The Web technologies make possible creation of sophisticated client-server
applications on various platforms, using interoperable technologies such as HTML, Java applets, Virtual
Reality Modeling Language [VRML97], and multimedia support [Jovanov99].
Although the Internet is already enabling technology for many biomedical applications, a recent United
States study of health-care applications in relation to Internet capabilities found clear requirements for the
Internet’s evolutionary development [Davie01]. More serious use of the Internet in clinical applications
could be achieved only if the level of service can be guaranteed, including a consistent level of bandwidth
end-to-end as well as high reliability and security [Huston00]. However, the rapid progress of the Internet
will probably very soon enable its usage in complex real-time applications.

4.3. Cellular Networks
Various mobile devices, such as mobile phones or PDAs, are commonplace today. Moreover, the underlying
telecommunication infrastructure of these devices, primarily cellular networks, provides sophisticated data
services that can be exploited for distributed applications. The most common data service on cellular
networks is exchange of simple textual message. Most of mobile phone devices support simple data
communication using standard Short Message System (SMS). Although simple, this system allows the
various modes of communication for medical applications [Obrenovic02a]:
Wireless Access Protocol (WAP) is platform independent wireless technology, which enables mobile
devices to effectively access Internet content and services, as well as to communicate with each other
[Leavitt00]. WAP manages communication by exchanging messages written in Wireless Markup Language
(WML). The WAP and the Internet can support new kinds of applications, such as remote monitoring using
a wireless personal monitor and cellular phone link connected on request in the case of medical emergencies
[Jovanov00, Jovanov01b]. The interface allows the following modes of communications [Obrenovic02a]:
•

Emergency WAP push, which sends WML messages to physicians or medical call center in case of
medical emergency;

•

WML browsing, which allows a participant to browse through information in medical information
systems or in monitoring system;

•

Data distribution WAP, which periodically sends messages to physicians. These data could be
simple text or some 2D graphics with wireless bitmap (WBMP).

4.4. Distributed Integration
When the components are distributed, efficient communication mechanisms are needed. According to a
conceptual model and abstractions they utilize, we can identify four approaches to distributed
communication:
•

Message passing systems,

•

Remote procedure calling (RPC) systems,

•

Distributed object systems, and

•

Agent-based systems.

The message passing model allows communication between programs by exchange of messages or packets
over the network. It supports a variety of communication patterns, such as pier-to-pier, group, broadcast and
collective communication [Pianegian02]. For example, in virtual instrumentation application the data
acquisition part could be a server for other units, sending messages with measured data at request or
periodically to processing clients. Data processing clients may themselves be servers for data presentation
devices. In a distributed environment there may be many interconnected servers and clients, each dedicated
to one of the virtual instrument functions [Grimaldi98].

Remote procedure call (RPC) is an abstraction on top of message passing architectures [RPC]. RPC brings
procedural programming paradigm to network programming, adding the abstraction of the function call to
distributed systems. In RPC, communication between programs is accomplished by calling a function on
that other computer’s machine creating the illusion that communication with a remote program is not
different than communication with a local program.
Distributed object systems extend the idea of RPC with the object-oriented abstraction on top of procedure
calls. Distributed object systems supply programs with references to remote objects, allowing the program to
control, call methods, and store the remote object in the same way as a local object. The major standard in
distributed objects is OMG CORBA, a language-neutral specification for communicating object systems
[CORBA]. Many standards have been defined on top of CORBA, such as CORBAmed that defines
standardized interfaces for healthcare objects [CORBAmed]. Competitors to CORBA include Microsoft’s
DCOM architecture [Sessions97] and the various distributed object systems layered on top of Java [RMI].
Agent based integration is potentially very effective distributed virtual instrument integration mechanism.
Agent based systems add conc epts of autonomity and proactivity to distributed object systems. Agentoriented approach is well suited for developing complex, distributed systems [Jennings01, Wooldrige99,
Wijata00]. Agents can react asynchronously and autonomously to unexpected situations, increasing
robustness and fault-tolerance that is very important in the case of fragile network connections, and for
mobile devices [Lange99]. As an example of an agent-based distributed integration, we can present a Virtual
Medical Device (VMD) agent framework with four types of agents: data agents, processing agents,
presentation agents, and monitoring agents for distributed EEG monitoring [Obrenovic02b]. In this
framework, data agents abstract data source, creating uniform view on different types of data, independent of
data acquisition device. Processing agents produce derived data, such us power spectrum from raw data
provided by the data agents. Presentation agents supply user interface components using a variety of user
data views. User interface components are based on HTTP, SMS and WAP protocols. Monitoring agents
collaborate with data and processing agents providing support for data mining operations, and search for
relevant patterns.

5. Tools and Platforms
Virtual instrumentation mostly use general-purpose computing equipment, system software and some
specialized software modules. In this section we describe hardware platforms, operating systems and
development environments often used in development of virtual instruments.

5.1. Hardware Platforms and Operating Systems
Virtual instrumentation and “measurement revolution” is a direct result of another revolution – the PC
revolution [NI99] providing the common hardware platform for virtual instrumentation based on Industry
Standard Architecture (ISA). However, other personal computing architectures were used too. For example,
LabVIEW 1.0 was developed on Macintosh computer, and it still supported by LabVIEW. In addition to
desktop personal computers, there are more and more pervasive devices such as Internet-enabled cellular
phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), laptops and wearable PCs. Although still not very often used in
virtual instrumentation, these devices are continually evolving, approaching the capabilities of its desktop
counterparts. Therefore, these pervasive devices are more and more interesting implementation platform,
especially for distributed virtual instrumentation.
Operating systems provide a uniform view on the underlying hardware through device driver layer, isolating
details of the sensor interface or sensor device. Commonly used operating systems are: Windows operating
systems (MS DOS in early days of virtual instrumentation, 95/98/NT/2000/XP/CE), UNIX/Linux, and
MacOS.

5.2. Development environments
Development of virtual instrument is primarily concerned with the development of software, as sensors and
hardware are generally available in the open market. We describe two types of virtual instrumentation
development environments:
•

conventional programming language environments, and

•

graphical programming environments.

5.2.1. Programming language environments
As any other program, software for virtual instrument may be developed with any of available general
purpose programming environments. In the late 1970s and early 1980s BASIC had been the dominant
language used with dedicated instrument controllers [Santori91]. In the mid and late 1980s, new
programming languages became common, particularly C, as they allowed high-level programming with very
efficient code. The first version of LabVIEW had been written in C.
In early days, a virtual instrument developer had to take care of much of the low-level details, such as work
with communication resources and memory management. Today, as the operating system encapsulates
underlying hardware providing standardized application programming interfaces (APIs), such as
communication APIs or GUI APIs, developers may concentrate on the functional logic of a virtual
instrument. Therefore, any programming language that can make use of these APIs, can be used for
development, for instance, Visual Basic, Visual C++, Delphi or Java.
In addition to built-in support of programming languages, developers of virtual instruments often use various
third-party software libraries, which in many cases are freely available on many platforms. For example, the
FFTW is the open-source multi-platform library for efficient FFT analysis [Frigo98]. Another example is the
OpenGL, which allows efficient multi-platform development of effective 3D graphics presentations.
Java has been very popular implementation environment for various medical and virtual instrumentation
solutions because of its architecture and platform independence [Jepsen00]. Various Java toolkits and virtual
instrument environments are available [Allanson02, Grimaldi98, Zubillaga-Elorza99, Zubillaga-Elorza98].
Java programs are first compiled into an intermediate form called bytecode; then they are interpreted at
runtime in a platform-specific Java virtual machine (JVM). This approach allows programmers to write Java
programs independent of the execution environment, so programs written in Java execute in nearly identical
fashion in any Java-aware environment without the need for porting. Java has been used in various medical
applications. For example, Java-based medical information systems are used to integrate legacy applications
for patient records, billing, and pharmacy that are compatible with the industry standard Health Level 7

(HL7) data interchange format. Other applications developed in Java enable information sharing between
healthcare providers and insurance companies. Java supports all aspects of development of virtual
instruments, including work with communication resources, files, databases, Internet communication,
multimedia, as well as 2D and 3D graphics. Java is also used as a script language for VRML virtual
environments [VRML97].

5.2.2. Graphical programming tools
Programming environments described in previous sections, require from designers and users programming
proficiency. New generation of graphical programming tools allows system integration for ordinary users.
Here we describe two graphical programming tools: Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench
(LabVIEW) and BioBench.

Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW)
National Instruments’ LabVIEW made development of virtual instruments more accessible to laboratory
users and physicians [Ertugrul02, Khalid01]. LabVIEW is the most popular virtual instrumentation tool, and
has been applied to many fields, including virtual bio-instrumentation [Olansen01].
LabVIEW 1.0 was launched in 1986, with the goal of providing a software tool that empowered engineers to
develop customized systems [Vose86, Santori91]. LabVIEW is a program development environment, much
like Java, C or BASIC. However, while other programming systems use text-based languages to create code,
LabVIEW uses a graphical programming language, called G. In LabVIEW programs are formed as block
diagrams. LabVIEW uses data-flow programming model, where the execution order is determined by the
flow of data between blocks. LabVIEW is also a multitasking and multithreading system.

Figure #. An example of LabVIEW graphical programming notation.

LabVIEW is a general-purpose programming system with extensive libraries of functions for any
programming task. In addition, LabVIEW includes libraries for data acquisition, instrument control, data
analysis, data presentation, and data storage. LabVIEW also includes conventional program development
tools, such as a debugger and supports vast number of devices and interface standards, has more than 4000
built-in analysis, math, and signal processing functions, as well as support for SQL and ADO database
connectivity, and open connectivity through XML, TCP/IP, wireless, and other standards [LabVIEW,
Travis00].

BioBench
BioBench is developed as an extension of LabVIEW for biomedical measurements to simplify development
of biomedical virtual instruments. LabVIEW greatly simplifies programming by introducing the graphical
notation, but still requires a lot of effort to create a virtual instrument. BioBench is primarily designed for
physiological data acquisition and analysis, for use i n research and academic environments [Olansen01]. It is

developed by Premise in collaboration with National Instruments. To execute, the BioBench requires
LabVIEW RunTime Engine.
BioBench inherits graphical programming capabilities of LabVIEW while adding customized controls
adapted for the measurements of physiological signals such as EEG, ECG or EMG.

6. Biomedical Applications of Virtual Instrumentation
Virtual instrumentation is being increasingly accepted in biomedical field. In relation to the role of a virtual
instrument, we may broadly classify biomedical applications of virtual instrumentation in four categories
(Figure #):
§

Examination, where a physician does online or off-line examination of patient measurements,

§

Monitoring, which can be used as a basis for real-time alerts and interactive alarms,

§

Biofeedback , where measured signals are presented back to a patient in real-time, and

§

Training and education, where a virtual instrument may simulate or playback earlier measured
signals.

Figure #. Types of biomedical applications of virtual instrumentation.

6.1. Examination
Examination systems are open-loop systems that detect biomedical information from a patient and present it
to a physician. During examination a physician performs various online or offline analysis of measured
patient data in order to make a diagnosis [Parvis02]. Examination can be made locally, in direct contact with
a patient, or remotely, where a sensor part is on the patient side connected with a physician through a
telecommunication network [Starcevic00]. Nowadays, virtual instrumentation solutions are becoming a part
of standard medical examination procedures, with medical systems implemented as virtual instruments. An
example of virtual EEG analysis instrument is represented in Figure #.

Figure #. Standard waveform view in the EEG examination virtual instrument [Jovanov99].
Many active research projects explore biomedical applications of virtual instrumentation [Olansen01], such
as canine cardiovascular pressure measurements, cardiopulmonary dynamics measurements or examination

of spontaneous cardiac arrhythmia [Fisher95, Rollins00]. Advances in cardiology also make possible design
of novel analysis and visualization tools [EMBS02a, EMBS02b].
Some other examples include a virtual instrumentation evaluation system for fiberoptic endoscopes
[Rosow97], PC-based noninvasive measurement of the autonomic nervous system used to detect the onset of
diabetic autonomic neuropathy [Pruna98], or 3D posture measurement in dental applications [Baszynski02].

6.2. Monitoring
Monitoring is a task in which some process continually tracks the measured data, do some analysis and act
upon detection of some pattern. Monitoring systems are also open-loop systems, as the patient is just an
object of monitoring. But in contrast to examination systems they are more autonomous. Design of
monitoring systems is by itself a complex process, as many real-time requirements have to be fulfilled
[Sachenko02, Platonov02]. Integrated with a hospital information system, monitoring can be used as a basis
for real-time alerts and interactive alarms [Olansen01].
Monitoring and pattern recognition of biomedical signals may be used outside biomedical field, for example,
in affective computing. Physiological parameters that are good indicators of excitement, such as skin
conductance and heart rate, are integral data sources for emotional-state-related interactive computer
systems [Allanson02].

6.3. Training and education
Virtual instrumentation offers great possibilities for education and improving the skills of physicians.
Computer generated models allow education and training of operator without actual sensors, which can
greatly reduce cost and duration of training [Schmalzel98, ,Waller00, Jan99, Adam96]. As the same virtual
instrument can work online, playback earlier measured data, or simulate any clinical situation, the training
experience may not differ significantly from the real-world measurements [Akay01].
Virtual instrumentation may also be integrated with many virtual reality based applications for education
and training. For example, Hofman et al. developed VisualizeR, a virtual environment designed to support
the teaching and learning of subjects that require understanding of complex 3D structures, such as human
anatomy [Hoffman01].

6.4. Biofeedback
Biofeedback systems are closed-loop systems that detect biomedical changes and presented them back to the
patient in real time to facilitate change of user’s state. For example, physical rehabilitation biofeedback
systems can amplify weak muscle signals, encouraging patients to persist when there is a physical response
to therapy that is generally not visible [Allanson02]. Interfaces in existing biofeedback applications range
from interactive 2D graphical tasks—in which muscle signals, for example, are amplified and transformed
into control tasks such as lifting a virtual object or typing, to real-world physical tasks such as manipulating
radio-controlled toys [Charles99].
Figure # shows a multimodal interface for simple EEG-based biofeedback system [Obrenovic00]. A position
of the pointer on a display is a function of subject’s EEG signals. Prior to a training session, a physician
records patient’s EEG that represents the referential state. Later on, the difference between patient’s current
state and the pre-recorded state is shown on a display as a pointer deviation. The subjects are trained to
move the needle or to keep it on some value.

Figure. A multimodal interface for simple EEG-based biofeedback system.

Healthcare providers are increasingly using brain-wave biofeedback or neurofeedback as part of the
treatment of a growing range of psychophysiological disorders such attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), post-traumatic stress disorder, addictions, anxiety, and depression. In these applications, surface
mounted electrodes detect the brain’s electrical activity, and the resulting electroencephalogram (EEG) is
presented in real time as abstract images. Using this data in reward/response-based control tasks generates
increased or reduced activity in different aspects of the EEG spectrum to help ameliorate these
psychophysiological disorders [Allanson02, Moran95].

7. Conclusion
Virtual instrumentation brings many advantages over “conventional” instrumentation. Virtual instruments
are realized using industry-standard multipurpose components, and they depend very little on dedicated
hardware. Generally, virtual instruments are more flexible and scalable as they can be easily reconfigured in
software. Moreover, standard interfaces allow seamless integration of virtual instruments in distributed
system. Virtual instrumentation significantly decreases the price of an instrument based on mass-produced
general-purpose computing platforms and dedicated sensors for a given application. We expect an increased
number of hardware and software modules designed for the virtual instrumentation market [Goldberg00].
They will provide building blocks for the next generation of instrumentation and measurement. It would not
be surprise if the prefix virtual soon disappear, as virtual instrumentation becomes commonplace.
Virtual instrumentation is rapidly entering biomedical field. Many of the general virtual instrumentation
concepts may be directly used in biomedical measurements, but biomedical measurements have their own
specific features that must be taken into account [Parvis02]. Therefore, although it is widely used in many
biomedical solutions, the virtual instrumentation is not common in critical clinical applications. Having in
mind complexity of biomedical phenomena, bringing virtual instrumentation closer to critical biomedical
applications will require more testing and more extensive list of developed solutions [Loob00]. However,
according to the current trend, we will not be waiting long for this to happen.
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